Automatic gear deburring.

Flexible CNC loading, tool wear compensation, and more.
From your partner,

Tecnomacchine 200 R3
CNC Gear Deburring Machine

Rotary magazine with 8 towers

List price:

Easily adjustable for work piece stacks up to 17.7” high.

$ 175,000

Technical Specifications
Maximum work piece diameter

7.874 in

Minimum work piece diameter

1.181 in

Workstations

5

Minimum tool speed, deburring

10,000 rpm

Maximum tool speed, deburring

24,000 rpm

Automatic loading / unloading



Tool wear monitoring and compensation



Finish brushing
Warranty


12 months

The Tecnomacchine 200 R3 gear deburring machine offers
versatility with flexible, CNC, automatic loading and unloading
for spur and helical gears, sprockets, and straight bevel gears.

The Tecnomacchine (“TM”) 200 R3 gear deburring machine
offers a flexible solution for all job shops with gears up to 7.874”
diameter (alternative TM models can accommodate larger
work pieces). 5 work stations are utilized: 1 for loading and
unloading, 2 for deburring (top and bottom), and another 2 for
finish brushing (top and bottom).
This machine produces finished work pieces in as little as 20
seconds (3” diameter parts) or 55 seconds (7.8” diameter parts).
The dual rotary magazines each comprise 8 easily adjustable
towers. Each tower can hold parts up to 17.7” high. For example,
283 pieces can be loaded assuming a 0.5” face width gear. This
allows the machine to deburr unattended for hours.
The TM 200 R3 is designed for easy setups and adjustments.
Changeovers can be completed in under 30 minutes, which
minimizes machine idle time.
Both end mills and cutoff wheels can be used for deburring.
Brushes are used for finishing with automatic tool wear
compensation. With complete control of tool pressures, speeds,
and positions, a wide variety of components can be processed.
The machine’s SPC station allows an operator to check quality
mid-process. Additionally, for small lot sizes, the machine can
also be used in manual-mode. In this case, the SPC station
allows easy loading and unloading of a single work piece.
The TM 200 R3 offers an optimum balance between speed
and flexibility. All gear manufacturers should consider
Tecnomacchine solutions as they automate for the future.
3-Jaw Manipulator

Brushing Station

Quality Since 1867
635 Schneider Drive
South Elgin, IL 60177

Koepfer America provides machines,
tools, and support for the North
American gear manufacturing industry.

847 931 4121 phone
847 931 4192 fax

We see ourselves not only as a supplier
of gear industry machines and tools, but
as your partner, helping you with the
technically complex and demanding
business of gear manufacturing.

koepferamerica.com

sales@koepferamerica.com

Koepfer America, LLC
South Elgin, Illinois

As our customer, you gain from the
experience of the Koepfer staff, which
has generations of gear manufacturing
knowledge.
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